
Monitoring and Mixing 
 

 
Monitoring 

 
 
One of the most confusing aspects of audio reproduction involves loudspeakers and their effect on how we 
perceive the sound of our work.  Just as microphones each have a characteristic sound, speakers have distinct 
colorations that they impart to the sound we play through them.  The similarities are not coincidental: both 
microphones and speakers are physical transducers, with mechanical properties that directly affect how they 
perform the task of converting energy to and from mechanical and electronic representations. 
 
Since we cannot hear electronic signals directly, we need some form of transducer to convert them back to 
mechanical vibrations that we may hear.  Like microphones, loudspeakers come in a variety of types; however 
the main type is similar to a dynamic microphone in reverse: applying an electronic signal to a coil attached to a 
diaphragm causes the coil and diaphragm to move in a fixed magnetic field.  There are also electrostatic 
loudspeakers which may be thought of as more similar to a condensor microphone and even plasma speakers, 
which use high-voltage discharges to move the air, but these types are not commonly found in the studio and 
will not be discussed further here. 
 
What we need to understand is how the dynamic loudspeaker and its enclosure interact with the surrounding 
environment and convey sound information to our ears.  Not only does this involve the speaker itself, but it also 
involves the room in which we are listening and the interaction of the speaker with the room.  The early 
reflections recorded with the sounds give us a sense of the space in which the instruments were recorded.  
Playing the sounds back results in a second set of early reflections if the speaker excites those pathways in the 
listening room.  Therefore, confusion is created for the listeners.  Further, just as no two pianos or guitars sound 
exactly alike, so it goes with loudspeakers.  So how can we deal with this dilemma? 
 
In order to understand what we hear from the monitor loudspeaker, we need to appreciate how the speaker 
works and how it interacts with the room in which it is placed.  Most loudspeakers are actually composed of 
two or three separate elements that divide up the frequency range from 20 to 20,000 Hz.  This is because no 
single driver is capable of producing precise transduction across that wide a frequency range.  Instead, the 
monitor divides the signal into separate frequency bands with filters called crossovers and each frequency band 
is fed to the appropriate speaker element.  These filters are passive in the case of unpowered monitors and active 
in the case of powered monitors.  Powered monitors contain their own power amps and these may be carefully 
tailored to produce controlled sound reproduction with the exact speakers and geometries used.  Unpowered 
monitors require external amplification and divide the frequencies after the amplifier output as opposed to the 
active crossovers found before the amplifiers in powered speakers.  Powered monitors have the advantage of 
separate amplifiers for each element, which eliminates intermodulation distortion that occurs when high and 
low frequencies interact in the power amplifier circuitry.  Powered monitors have become very widely used 
recently. 
 
In addition to the mechanical and electronic components, the physical enclosure of the monitor contributes 
significantly to the sound produced.  There are two basic enclosure types: bass reflex, in which the enclosure is 
“ported”, or open to the outside, and acoustic suspension, in which the cabinet is sealed.  The bass reflex type 
allows the designer to extend and shape the low frequency performance of the speaker by tuning the port to 
resonate with the speaker components.  Acoustic suspension speakers may have less low frequency output for a 
given size, but they have a tight, defined bass sound.  Because they are less efficient than bass reflex speakers, it 
often takes a significantly larger power amp to properly drive acoustic suspension speakers.  Simple open-back 
cabinets popular for guitar amps are not found in studio monitoring.  They result in dipoles, with sound radiated 



out the rear out of phase with the sound from the front, a condition not desirable when we are trying to generate 
the best imaging and clarity from our loudspeakers.  They may be more efficient but do not give the controlled 
sound radiation pattern we want from studio monitors. 
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Figure 1  Speaker cabinet types 
 
In addition to the speakers’ design, their placement in the room will have a profound effect on what we hear.  
Low frequencies tend to “build up” near walls and especially in corners.  Therefore, the placement of the 
speakers should minimize these problems.  They should also be positioned so that reflections will not bounce 
back and interfere with the direct sound radiation.  People often think they can fix bad room sound by 
equalizing the sound system: this is a mistake.  The effects that tend to ruin the sound are time-domain 
problems, involving sound bouncing off of surfaces and creating interference patterns in the room.  No amount 
of equalization will fix this except possibly for a tiny spot in which the measurement microphone is positioned.  
Standing waves must be addressed by absorbers and diffusers built into the room to break up reflections and 
absorb unwanted accumulations of bass frequencies. 
 
Speakers are also classified according to the distance at which they are designed to focus their sound output: 
near field, mid field, and far field.  These terms refer to the listener’s relative perception of the direct to 
reflected sound ratio.  Near-field speakers are designed to be heard in the near field, where the direct sound far 
exceeds the reflected sound intensity.  Near field monitors are desirable in part because their sound is largely 
independent of the room, hence their popularity for home and project studios where acoustics are often less than 
perfect.  Mid field monitors are designed to be heard from a longer distance, where the reflected sound and 
direct sound are about equal.  Far-field speakers are designed to “throw” the sound a longer distance from the 
speaker, where the reverberant field may be stronger than the directly radiated sound.  Far-field speakers are 
often soffit or wall mounted in large control rooms. 
 
Finally, there are the very near-field speakers we call headphones.  Headphones are small speakers mounted for 
direct-to-the-ear delivery of sound.  While they are often used for monitoring during recording, for 
overdubbing, for example, they are generally not designed for use in critical tasks like mixing.  Although some 



headphones are designed as free field, they produce effects quite unlike speakers since they are directly coupled 
to our ears with little air to intervene.  Headphones are often useful in examining panning (spatial placement in 
a mix) and for hearing effects like reverb which may tend to get lost in a room’s acoustic field, but they are not 
likely to represent the sound any loudspeaker is going to produce very accurately.  The center image created by 
loudspeakers for sounds emanating from stereo speakers does not sound the same in headphones.  And a 
caution: it is quite easy to deliver dangerously loud sounds via headphones and ear fatigue can soon be a 
problem.  It is strongly recommended that prolonged headphone use be tempered by frequent rest periods. 
 
Just as with microphones, we must practice and experience the results over time in order to fully appreciate how 
the monitors we use affect the sound we produce.  Fortunately, CCRMA has several different sets of monitors 
in different studios that can be used to evaluate the contribution of the loudspeaker to the final sound of our 
recordings.  While we must mix on a single set (or at most a couple of sets) of monitors, we can take our mixes 
around to the other studios and listen on the other speakers.  This often reveals some problems we might not 
have heard on the Westlake BBSM-10 monitors that are the main loudspeakers in the control room.  The 
Westlakes are very linear within their frequency range, but the range is limited to between about 45 Hz to 20 
kHz (+/- 3 dB).  The ADAM A77X speakers cover 38 Hz to 50 kHz, a much larger range than the Westlakes. 
The JBL LSR-28P monitors in Studio C have stronger bass performance and reveal problems with the low 
frequencies more easily.  Although the BBSM-10s present the midrange and higher frequency sounds very 
accurately, we sometimes have trouble adjusting the low frequency content using just the Westlakes and 
ADAMs, so we have also installed a pair of JBL 4206, which have an exaggerated, rather boomy low end that 
mimic many home stereo system loudspeakers.  It is possible to create mixes which sound good on all of these 
systems after several experiences of listening on the varied systems we have available and making appropriate 
adjustments to the mix.  You will find that the more time you devote to evaluating your mixes on the different 
monitor systems, the less mastering will be required for your final product. 
 

Mixing 
 

Of all the activities that constitute sound recording, mixing may be the most enticing.  It gives the engineer the 
ability to combine sonic elements in an artistic way, to convey emotion and to create a finished product that 
exemplifies the musical vision of the artist.  It involves the application of specialized signal processing 
techniques and an understanding of how sounds interact in order to create the best combination of separate 
sounds to form a cohesive mix.  Since it involves both technical and artistic decisions, mixing benefits from a 
broad range of experiences from which one develops knowledge of how best to deal with each new set of 
tracks.  Mixing is often considered a discipline in itself, with engineers even specializing in particular genres of 
music.  Whereas the previous topics rely more heavily on physics, this area involves perception, the realm of 
psychoacoustics. 
 
There are many approaches to recording projects, but they mainly fall somewhere between accurately re-
creating a live musical event and creating music piecemeal from individual tracks recorded one or several at a 
time.  While the former involves mainly capturing and preserving auditory cues from the original performance, 
the later involves sometimes-radical alteration of the original sounds as we create a sculpture in sound.  The 
behavior of our auditory system allows us to use some tricks as we combine sounds so that each of them is 
audible in the desired virtual sound space.  Understanding how our ears and brains respond to auditory stimuli 
will help us to create any mix we can imagine. 
 
The mechanics of mixing involve knowing what needs to be done to achieve the project goals.  Often a 
producer will set the goals and the engineer must know how to create the desired final mix.  The tools available 
fall into relatively few categories: amplitude manipulation, spatial placement, tonal alteration, and time-delay 
based effects.  Within these classifications, there are many individual tools that may be used, each with subtle 
differences, to create the final mix of original sounds.  Understanding the character of each device or software 



effect is critical if one wants to have the best chance of achieving a particular final sound.  Experimentation is 
sometimes necessary, especially when beginning to learn mixing, but knowing how each process alters the 
sound will help to speed the process of discovery and most engineers quickly develop a favorite approach. 
 
The idea of mixing separately recorded tracks is relatively new.  Early recording technology did not allow 
multi-track recording so engineers learned how to deliver a final mix while recording by positioning the sound 
sources and microphones carefully to get the balance and tone “on-the-fly.”  Once the luxury of mixing 
individually recorded tracks evolved, the careful use of microphone selection, placement and combination was 
sometimes considered less necessary since we could “fix it in the mix.”  While we do have the ability to make 
rather dramatic changes in the recorded sounds after recording them, it is still important to get the best possible 
sound while tracking and that requires knowledge of what the final mix will demand from each element we 
record. 
 

Analog or Digital? 
 
Today we have many more choices about how we mix music.  With the advent of powerful personal computers, 
the option of completely digital recording and mixing began to change how engineers think about the process.  
Many studios still use a purely analog approach, using tape for recording and hardware devices for mixing and 
processing.  Others use a digital system, with the entire recording and mixing process residing in the computer.  
Another approach is to use digital recorders but mix on the analog equipment.  There is tremendous flexibility 
available and one may select different approaches for different musical projects.  This demands an 
understanding of the differences resulting from the separate ways of working and which is most appropriate for 
the particular sessions involved.  While many techniques will work in any environment, some are only possible 
in the digital domain.  There are timing issues involved when using a digital system that are not present in the 
analog world where everything happens essentially simultaneously. 
 
Although there are relatively few aspects of sounds we can alter in the mixing process, small changes can make 
for big differences in the mix.  Amplitude changes of as little as 1 dB or less sometimes results in an audible 
difference.  The way sounds combine depends on our auditory systems’ behavior: the masking phenomenon is 
important when combining similar sounds.  Our cochleae sort sounds into critical frequency bands within which 
the louder elements obscure the softer, so our mixes must treat sounds with similar frequency content carefully.  
Surprisingly small differences in amplitude can render a sound audible or not depending on the presence of 
other sounds with the same frequency content.  An important remedy for this may be found in the use of 
dynamic range compression as well as by frequency equalization.  Similar sounds may be separated spatially, 
by panning them apart in stereo or in a surround mix so they appear to come from different places.  Equalization 
can be used to make similar sounds more different by boosting some frequencies while reducing others and 
treating each track reciprocally, that is, boosting a frequency on one track while reducing it on the other.  These 
basic techniques allow a mix engineer to create the final assembly desired. 
 

Mixing Philosophy 
 
So where do we start in assembling a mix?  We start with carefully listening to the individual tracks.  How do 
they sound in isolation – is there bleed from other instruments, is there distortion and/or noise, do the 
instruments sound right?  Often just bringing up the faders on all the tracks together will reveal how well the 
tracks were planned and recorded.  Many engineers try to record so that tracks will balance together without 
further manipulation.  This is of course preferred, but not always the case.  Much of the job of mixing is 
simplified when the recording was done carefully and the arrangement keeps instruments from conflicting.  
However, we must also be able to make good mixes from less perfect starting material. 
 
How we start combining tracks depends on the type of music.  Usually the rhythm tracks are the basis of the 
song and many engineers will start with drums and bass as the foundation of a mix.  While a drum set is 



actually one instrument, it is usually recorded as a set of separate tracks, one on each drum or section of the set.  
Typically, there will be a kick or bass drum, a snare, one or more toms, and cymbals.  The most common 
approach is to use a pair of overhead microphones and possibly a distant room microphone to capture the sound 
of the whole set in addition to the close microphones.  Often the overheads are used mainly to capture the 
cymbals and possibly the toms, with the snare and kick derived mostly from their close microphones.  Some 
engineers use close microphones on cymbals, especially hi-hat, and toms as well.  How all these tracks combine 
depend on how carefully they were placed in the recording session.  As would be expected, the overhead 
microphones have varying amounts of the individual drum elements present.  A solid mix requires adding the 
tracks together so that there is a minimum of conflict between the individual microphones and the more distant 
overhead microphones. 
 
Because sound travels at a relatively slow speed (approximately one foot/millisecond), the distance from the 
close microphones to the more distant ones becomes important since both pick up many of the same sounds.  It 
takes longer for a snare hit to reach the overhead microphone than it does to reach a closely placed microphone.  
When we combine the two, we often face issues of interference as some frequencies reinforce and others cancel 
based on their wavelengths and different transit times to the microphones.  Ideally, the recording engineer has 
listened to how these sounds combine and moved the microphones into positions that have minimal conflict.  
Unfortunately, we are not always dealing with such carefully acquired tracks and we must sometimes take steps 
to reduce unwanted interference.  The more microphones used the more intricate the process of combining them 
becomes but there is no law that all the recorded tracks provided must be used. 
 
Using digital mixing techniques, individual tracks can easily be shifted in time to align more closely.  For 
instance, if an overhead microphone is placed six feet above a close-miked snare, the close microphone could 
be delayed about six milliseconds to align with the overhead.  This works on occasion to tighten up the image of 
the snare, but since both microphones also pick up other drum sounds that originate in different locations, the 
digital time alignment may not work for those other sounds and may even make the overall sound worse.  
Before digital audio, this was difficult to accomplish and rarely done.  It is usually possible to get a tight drum 
sound without time-shifting the individual microphones. 
 
In order to make certain drums more prominent in a mix, the tracks may be compressed or limited.  This applies 
most often to the kick, snare, and toms.  The close microphone pickup means there is less bleed, so compressing 
the signals may not bring up an inordinate amount of leakage from other sources.  In that case, it is simple to 
adjust the sonic image by tailoring the compression to bring out the low-level details of the sound.  In other 
cases, there will be significant leakage.  Then the technique of gating or expansion may be used to allow the 
higher-amplitude of close miking to be heard while suppressing or eliminating the lower level sounds that 
include the leakage.  Sometimes this works well and sometimes it does not, mainly when there is sufficient 
leakage from nearby sources that no threshold clearly distinguishes between the sources.  Adjusting the attack 
and release times of the gates and the decay and hold times, if available, allow some specific tailoring of the 
envelope of the compressed sounds. 
 
We have been considering the drum set so far, but these same issues and solutions apply to the rest of the mix as 
well.  Once a decent drum mix is established, we can add in bass and other rhythm instruments, typically guitar 
and/or keyboards.  Often the drum submix will be routed through a stereo fader so that the individual tracks 
may be balanced and the entire mix of these may be brought up and down in the mix easily.  Compression may 
also be applied to the stereo mix of the drums.  The bass is usually the next element to add.  It has similar 
frequency content to the kick drum and often one or the other is given dominance over the low frequency 
“space” while the other is equalized to reduce its low frequency content.  Which is chosen depends on the song 
arrangement as well as the sound of the competing tracks.  Bass guitar has plenty of higher frequency content 
that brings a sense of when the note is struck and removing the low end even up to 100 Hz or more doesn’t 
necessarily make it sound less like a bass.  Compression is often used on the bass, especially if it is a bass guitar 
rather than a keyboard bass, which is usually compressed in the process of creating the internal sounds. 
 



Once a mix of the drums and bass is set up, attention turns to the rest of the instruments.  This of course 
depends on what else there is to incorporate.  Different musical styles demand different approaches to setting 
levels, pan position, dynamic range and equalization for the remaining instrument tracks.  The basic tools are 
the same as described for the drums.  The key is to listen to what you have to work with and decide on how to 
apportion the remaining sounds.  A good arrangement usually falls neatly into place while a cluttered hodge-
podge of tracks can be much more difficult.  Sometimes it falls to the mixing engineer (and producer) to decide 
which tracks to eliminate in order to capture the essence of the song.  Since no one approach always works, 
experimentation and experience are both helpful in finding the right way. 
 
It is difficult to describe how to mix.  It requires careful listening to decide what needs to be changed and 
knowledge of what changes are possible.  There is a tendency to use heavy equalization when often more subtle 
changes will do the trick.  Using more than 2-3 dB of targeted equalization boost or cut is rarely necessary and 
boosting a little and cutting a little is preferable to greatly boosting one track.  Remember that equalization 
boosts reduce the available headroom and cutting may be preferable since it does not lead so often to 
overloading the mix outputs.  Generally, the adage “less is more” is true. 
 
Creating a solid rhythm backing should result from careful arrangement so that each element retains its identity 
when it is combined with other elements.  If the recorded tracks do not work together, the mix engineer has to 
decide what conflicts and how to rectify the situation.  Sometimes it is possible to use compression and 
equalization to differentiate between elements of the mix, but sometimes there is no alternative to dropping 
certain offending parts from the mix.  This can cause consternation and may be impossible due to political 
considerations, but it should be considered if it is the best approach from the overall view of the song. 
 
Once a solid rhythm is established, the remaining instruments and vocals are brought into the mix.  How this is 
done and in what order depends on the type of music, the composition, and what instrument parts are recorded.  
Usually, certain instruments form the basis of the mix: guitars, keyboards, horns are common.  Balancing the 
placement and equalization of the instruments is decided based on several considerations: what is the focus of 
the song, what is usual for the particular genre, and how well do the recorded tracks combine?  Some musical 
styles use dozens of guitar tracks, some use mainly keyboards and electronic drums, some use live acoustic 
instrument recordings, and so on.  It is up to the mix engineer to understand the genre under consideration and 
how tracks usually sound in order to create an appropriate mix. 
 

Dynamic Range Compression 
 
The most powerful and commonly used processing techniques applied during mixing would be dynamic range 
compression and equalization.  Each has variants that sound different and give the engineer a large palette with 
which to work.  Understanding the nuances of each available tool makes the job of mixing more fruitful and 
more enjoyable.  Probably the biggest difference between “beginning” mixes and what we hear on commercial 
releases is the artistic use of dynamic range compression.  Without using compression, it is often impossible to 
make a full-sounding mix with clarity and punch.  However, compression can also ruin a mix if it’s overused, so 
compressors are an important tool to master.  While compression is easy to understand conceptually, it is 
finicky and takes plenty of experimentation and careful listening to master in all its manifestations. 
 
The basic idea of compression is to reduce the dynamic range – that is the difference between the loudest and 
softest elements of a sound.  The compressor does this by changing the gain of an amplifier based on the 
amplitude of the input signal.  When the signal crosses the threshold level, the linear gain of the amplifier is 
reduced to a lower gain, thus reducing the output amplitude.  If the output gain is then increased (using make-up 
gain) so that the overall sound is as loud as before, the softer elements are amplified and become louder relative 
to the louder elements.  How exactly this is accomplished electronically creates sonic differences between 
compressors. 
 



Some compressors make dramatic alterations in the sound character while others seem much more transparent.  
Each type has its uses but there is significant variability in compressors due to the exact type of variable-gain 
element and signal-level measurement circuitry employed.  Gain elements include voltage-controlled amplifiers 
(VCAs), FETs, photo-optical elements and variable-mu vacuum tubes.  Each imparts a different sound 
characteristic and often a compressor is selected for a particular track based on its sonic signature.  The 
amplitude measuring circuitry can also contribute to the sound: RMS detectors more closely reflect our sensory 
loudness perception than do average detectors.  In addition, the time course of compression onset and release 
contribute to the final sound quality.  A fast-attack compressor reduces the onset transients of sounds while 
longer attack times leave the transient alone and compress the later sustained sound more.  Release times too 
short make the gain change more obvious (pumping).  Different compressors have different controls available: 
some use automatic attack and release, some have no threshold controls and some have continuously variable 
controls and some fixed offer steps.  Mastering the different types of compressors takes time but is absolutely 
worth every second invested. 
 
In addition to the standard methods of employing compression, many methods exist to creatively connect 
compressors for specific applications.  Compressors with side-chain inputs allow signals other than the one 
being compressed to modify the behavior of the device.  For example, lead vocals may be sent to a side-chain 
input on a rhythm instrument to allow the vocal to decrease the gain of the instrument when there is singing 
present.  This is known as “ducking” as the vocal causes the instrument being compressed to duck down in level 
to make more room for the vocal in the mix.  Compressors can be used on several signals at once by bussing 
them together and routing the bus to an aux return with a compressor.  Many compressors allow another device 
to process the signal that is used to derive the control signal separately from the sound being compressed.  This 
allows the compression to be controlled differently for different frequencies in the signal, to keep bass from 
making other sounds pump for example. 
 
Another useful compression technique is serial compression, in which two or more compressors are used in 
series.  This allows each compressor to do a little compression and avoids overdriving the side-chain electronics 
as might occur with heavy compression using a single device.  Another useful technique is parallel 
compression, where a signal is delivered to the mix uncompressed and fed to a compressor whose output is 
mixed with the uncompressed signal.  This allows the original dynamics of a track to be preserved while adding 
some compressed signal to “fatten it up.”  With analog devices, these techniques create no timing problems but 
on DAWs the plug-in delays must be compensated to avoid comb filtering that results from unequal time 
delays. 
 

Equalization 
 
Like compressors, there are many types of equalizers available.  For sweeping changes in spectral content, 
shelving filters allow boosting or cutting all frequencies above or below a selected frequency.  Parametric filters 
allow surgical precision in boosting or cutting adjustable regions of frequencies.  Graphic equalizers create up 
to 31 separate overlapping narrow-band filters that give control over the entire audible frequency range.  
Combinations of these filter types may be used as well.  Again, it takes some experience to know which type of 
filter best suits a given mix but some generalizations may be of use: cutting is usually preferable to boosting as 
it does not increase the noise level and small changes are often preferable to large ones. 
 

Delay Effects 
 
Many other effects are based on time delay.  Reverberation and echo are two effects commonly used that rely 
on time manipulation to change the sound.  Using varying time delays and combining them with the original un-
delayed sounds, we can make rich sonic effects like chorus and flanging.  Some time-delay based effects are 
applied to individual sounds, like chorus on a guitar part, while others are intended to cover many sounds as in 
the case of a global reverb.  For single-track use, the effect can be inserted on the track.  For multiple sources, 



they can be combined to a bus and the bus then assigned to the effect.  The ability to manipulate time gives us 
another way of augmenting the sounds we start with to generate an artificial world in which to place our mix. 
 
Once we have a handle on the available tools, there remains the core issue of how sounds are distributed in time 
and space to form a mix.  This is directly related to the musical content of the elements we combine and the 
overall vision of how the mix should sound.  Since we have so many tools available, we need to choose the best 
one for each task after deciding which possible alterations would make the mix we envision a reality.  In 
addition to concentrating on each element, we need a clear idea of how the whole mix should sound.  There are 
always many options, so finding the “best” one is not necessarily obvious. 
 
Symmetry is often a consideration, as overdubbed rhythm guitar tracks are commonly panned hard left and right 
for example.  While this usually seems pleasing, it is not a requirement.  Sometimes we want to create 
imbalance for artistic reasons.  When records began being pressed in stereo, there was a scramble to make 
mixes fit the new medium.  Many recordings that were intended for mono release were suddenly remixed into 
stereo, with quite varied results.  We heard drums on one side and vocals on the other, but not always because 
that is what the musicians and tracking engineers intended.  It can be a cool effect, but you probably don’t want 
to put out a whole album like that. 
 

Spectral Modification 
 
Tonal balance is another consideration.  Ideally, a mix will fill up the available spectrum, but sometimes one 
range of frequencies will dominate while another disappears.  Sensitivity to tonal balance differs with different 
genres of music, some demanding thumping bass while others a cool intricate balance of tones.  Knowing how 
to achieve a sound still requires identifying the sound you want to create.  Though it may seem counter-
intuitive, limiting the bandwidth of the individual elements of a mix often makes the mix clearer and easier to 
manipulate.  We tend to listen to each track in isolation and want it to sound full and bright – to sound its best in 
isolation.  When every track is full spectrum, they do not tend to mix well.  We need to consider the place of 
each element in the final mix and eliminating parts of each sound often make them more discrete in the mix 
even though we may have removed some of what makes them sound so good in isolation.  High- and low-pass 
filters are useful for this application.  It is often surprising how high a high-pass filter may be set without 
noticeably changing how we perceive the sound in a mix.  The low end will tighten by eliminating components 
we might not have realized were contributing to the problem. 
 
Equalizers are available in a number of configurations, from fully parametric to graphic.  In computer audio 
programs, common plug-in equalizer programs include high- and low-pass, shelving, and parametric bands that 
can be used independently or combined.  Each filter type best addresses different demands.  Shelving filters 
allow great alterations in the lowest and highest frequencies and are commonly available as tone controls on 
stereos for that reason.  Fully parametric filters work best to eliminate or boost small frequency bands as they 
can be carefully tailored to change just what we need without affecting other frequencies.  Most often, it is best 
to use small boosts and cuts together rather than large boosts or cuts alone.  Changes of more than a few 
decibels are seldom necessary if proper balancing of boosts and cuts are employed. 
 
While every mix is different, there are common problems that may be reduced using generalized equalization 
approaches.  Every element of a mix has a characteristic spectral content, but most instruments produce strong 
energy in the midrange where our ear is most sensitive.  This leads to complex masking issues as sounds come 
and go in different parts of a song.  Removing just a little midrange (around 1-2 kHz) from most elements will 
allow the focus, often vocals, to be accentuated by leaving their midrange content unfiltered.  There are also 
areas in the low frequencies where a build-up occurs, often around 300 Hz.  Similar gentle filtering can clear the 
low end of congestion and make the sounds more discrete or tight sounding without sounding thin.  Only a 
couple of decibels of reduction are usually sufficient and do not greatly change the character of the individual 
sounds.  Slightly boosting sounds in the 2-6 kHz range can make them cut through a mix without substantial 
gain increases.  Many small changes can make a big difference in a mix. 



 
Automation 

 
Automation, the ability of the mixing system to remember and repeatedly execute the moves we make on the 
controls, is now accepted as an integral part of mixing.  It was not always so: early automation systems could 
only play back fader moves using complex outboard add-on hardware.  Before that, mixes were often team 
efforts and sometimes had to be edited together from multiple takes where each produced a different part of the 
song satisfactorily.  Modern systems can automate every change possible, including controls inside the plug-ins.  
It is certainly easy to be sucked into a vortex of automated changes that micro-manage a mix.  While level and 
mute automation can be very useful and an occasional plug-in may benefit from automation in certain cases, it 
should not be allowed to take over the job of mixing.  The benefit of automation comes from handling certain 
problems but overuse can create new ones if we’re not careful. 
 
One common use of gain automation comes with vocal tracks where the levels are wildly varying, which 
frequently happens in songs with wide dynamics.  If we rely on a compressor, or even a chain of compressors, 
we are likely to find that while the mix sounds good in the loud parts, the compressor doesn’t produce what we 
want on the quiet parts or vice versa.  By balancing the levels of the vocal track with automation, the 
compressor will then act similarly on all sections of the vocal track.  This technique may apply to any track with 
wide dynamics we wish to tame.  It is like having an engineer ride the faders each time the mix is played.  Be 
sure your compressor is post-fader, however, or this will not produce the desired effect. 
 
Breakpoint envelope automation on a DAW allows one to sculpt the gain of a track while observing the 
waveform, a feature not available when using traditional fader automation.  This makes small accurate changes 
tightly linked to the signal simple, however it can also take time to do these adjustments.  These envelopes can 
be copied and pasted to other tracks, so backing vocals can be jointly processed for example.  Fades can be done 
this way as well.  These changes can also be done using the virtual fader and mouse in real-time as well as by 
using the graphical interface.  In addition to amplitude, most parameters available can be automated in this way. 
 
Automation of mutes is a second commonly useful technique.  Frequently a microphone is recording throughout 
a song when the instrument we are recording only contributes to the sound infrequently.  Gates sometimes work 
fine to control this situation, but if the threshold cannot clearly discriminate between leakage and the desired 
sound, a gate may not give us the right performance.  In such cases, we may automate mutes to allow us the 
precise control of when we hear the sound and when we do not.  This can be time-consuming and tricky but if 
done carefully it can clean up unwanted leakage without altering the desired elements of sound.  Panning may 
also be automated, but this can easily be overused.  You might want to ask yourself, “is this really necessary – 
will I still like it the 50th (or 500th) time I hear this song.” 
 
The intricacies of assembling a cohesive mix will involve many considerations and demand a thorough 
understanding of the capabilities and limitations of the equipment available for signal processing.  Beyond 
levels and panning, compressors and equalizers are the fundamental tools but many other types of signal 
processing may be employed.  Knowing what to use and where comes from experience and understanding of 
what each processing element does to the sound.  There is no one approach that always works, but the adage 
“less is more” might just be the best overall advice one can offer.  The great thing about mixing is that every 
song is a new challenge that benefits from all the previous work and discoveries.  Mixing is a continuous 
learning experience and can stay new and exciting for a lifetime.  All the science we know fails to explain the 
magic of hearing recorded music. 
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